In this paper we describe a way to compose a corpus of grammars in a broad sense in order to enable reuse of knowledge accumulated in grammarware engineering. The Grammar Zoo, which displays the results of grammar hunting for big grammars of mainstream languages, and the Grammar Tank, which has the same goal but collects grammars of smaller DSLs, are already operational and publicly supply their users with grammars that have been recovered from different sources of grammar knowledge, varying from official language standards to community-created wiki pages.
Introduction
In [1] , Klint et al. have defined the field of "grammarware" and identified its set of problems, promises, principles and challenges. In the years after that, there have appeared many publications contributing directly to this field, and the "engineering discipline for grammarware" from the ideal long term goal has turned into a technically achievable and partially even achieved objective. However, comparison of different grammar-based methods is hindered by the relative lack of stability in grammar metrics and their sensitivity to many factors ranging from grammar development style (e.g., horizontal or vertical style of writing production rules has huge impact on the number of rules) to the choice of grammar-based technology (some syntactic notations are more expressive than others; some technologies implicitly expect grammars to be written with a specific kind of recursion, etc).
In contemporary software engineering, especially in empirical studies thereof, a similar problem has been addressed by introducing a curated collection of code artefacts [2] . This reference corpus can be used as an input of various proposed source code analysis and transformation techniques, allowing their output to be measured in a systematic manner.
In this paper, we propose a platform to compose such a corpus for grammarware. In section 2, we formulate the goal more precisely and envision possible problems. In section 3, we revisit those grammarware engineering challenges that have already been addressed in prior work, and made the current development possible. In section 4, the data model for the corpus is presented, with its most important parts highlighted and current contents listed. The section 5 draws conclusions and sketches directions for future work.
Grammar repository requirements
It has been previously noted by Do et al that obtaining the right kind of infrastructure for setting up experiments is nontrivial and labour intensive, and its usefulness has huge impact on future experiments [3] . According to Do et al, the users of such infrastructure mostly face the following challenges:
Supporting replicability across experiments. Homogeneity or well-documented heterogeneity of the collected artefacts and completeness of metadata are the key factors for the creators of the infrastructure, to help addressing this challenge [3, 4, 5] .
Supporting aggregation of findings. Systematic capture of the experimental context is required to complement high replicability, in order to guarantee correct aggregation of findings from different experiments [3, 6] .
Reducing the cost of controlled experiments. In order to facilitate painless artefact reuse, artefact organisation needs to be standardised, they need to be complete in some sense (preferably by conforming to a welldefined completeness level) and require as little manual handling as possible [3] .
Obtaining sample representativeness. Main problems foreseen by [3] in allowing the users to acquire representative samples, are small sample sizes and sampling bias. These are to be addressed by including many artefacts obtained from different heterogeneous sources.
Isolating the effects of individual factors. Isolating software language design concerns and decoupling conceptual modules within one software language, have always been challenging problems, and still pose great diffi-culty 1 . Since this is an open research question, we will not be able to prevent problems that it leads to.
We define the main goals of the Grammar Zoo as follows:
• Collecting grammars in the broad sense -structural definitions of software languages.
• Annotating each grammar with information about its source, original format and authors.
• Complementing each grammar with details about how it was obtained, extracted, recovered, transformed, etc.
• Documenting usages of each grammar -its derivatives, tools, documents and other grammars.
• Making all grammars publicly available in a variety of formats.
What the Grammar Zoo is not about:
• It is not about collecting parsers. Collecting a large number of them systematically would mean committing to a specific parsing technology or even a specific grammar manipulation framework (metagrammarware). Also, not all grammars are meant to be used for syntactic analysis of textual data.
• It is not about unifying syntactic notation for grammars. Numerous attempts to unify textual representations of context-free grammars have failed in the past. Instead of fighting the diversity of notations, we embrace it and develop tools that can deal with it. We ultimately aim at storing the pure grammatical knowledge and exporting it on demand according to the users' needs.
• It is not about enforcing the quality and level of grammars. Heterogeneous content is also inherent to the field of grammarware engineering in its current state: different tasks expect different properties from grammars. Instead, we aim at properly documenting such differences so that the corpus can be used to obtain representative sets of grammars that are similar in some required sense.
Previously addressed challenges
The Grammar Zoo is a relatively new initiative which it was unfeasible to create a long time ago. The following subsections are dedicated to the challenges which were solved during the last years by various researchers, and helped us to found this initiative on top of their methodologies. We credit the following research directions:
Grammar extraction. Automated recovery of grammars from existing artefacts is required, otherwise adding each grammar to the corpus will always be a separate project with its own specifics.
Grammar evolution. When grammar recovery goes decidedly beyond extraction, it involves bringing systematic changes to the grammar. Proper documentation of such adjustments relies on an advanced transformational infrastructure.
Metalinguistic evolution. With many notations for syntactic definitions being used in various grammar-based toolkits, it is crucial to be able to export each grammar in a variety of notations, or perhaps even in a new notation defined on-the-fly.
Generating browsable documentation. One of the most common uses for a grammar, beside generating grammarware code, is facilitating its inspection.
Grammar extraction and automated recovery
The progress of the grammar extraction methods with automated error recovery, also summed up in Table 1 , was as follows 2 [25] :
Message Sequence Charts was a DSL described in a Word document, which was converted to Postscript due to the lack of appropriate API in 1996 when the recovery took place. The Postscript document was converted to an ASCII file which was processed by a Perl script and produced BNF rules, which were in turn manually edited with all 14 changes claimed to be documented. Another script was used to generate a hypertext form of a grammar suitable for browsing [9] .
COBOL grammar capable of handling a range of language dialects, was recovered in 1997. The help of a Master student was used to convert 1100 production rules of the ANSI COBOL 85 standard to SDF [26] . A long and sophisticated process of forced coupling followed, leading to (disciplined) changes brought both to the codebase and to the grammar, and resulting in capability of the adjusted grammar to parse the adjusted source code [10] . Switching System Language was a proprietary DSL documented in a set of HTML files containing its grammar in an BNF dialect they called SBNF. The recovery endeavour was reported in 2000 and is a remarkable milestone in a way that it was an attempt to use precise parsing on an unreliable source. A range of (as we are now aware) typical issues arose such as naming convention violations and non-matching brackets, and significant amount of interactive grammar adjustments was needed.
The project succeeded also due to development support of the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment, resulting again in the situation where an adjusted SBNF grammar was used to parse adjusted syntax rules [9] .
Programming Language for EXchanges was a complex DSL consisting of 20 sublanguages ("sectors") and having over 60 Mb of grammarware source code. The mining process delivered fragments of BNF found in the comments, which with the help of six parsers were transformed to pure aggregated BNF and subsequently to SDF, which was combined with a lexer. The project took only two weeks and resulted in parsing 8 MLOC of unmodified PLEX, as reported in 2001 [11] .
IBM VS COBOL II recovery project is one of the most complicated among those reported in academic sources. A raw grammar was extracted from the language documentation, which was not trivial since it used "railroad track" kind of syntax diagrams instead of purely textual BNF. After static errors were taken into account and the lexical syntax was added, the project entered the phase of test-driven correction and completion. Several phases of grammar recovery followed, including beautification, modularisation, disambiguation and adaptation. The recovery project was reported in 2001 [13] , and its outcome was made freely available for reuse from the authors' website [8] .
C# recovery gave rise to very similar problems, even though it targeted a newly developed language in 2005, unlike COBOL which had existed for almost half a century by then. In order to parse C# code, the project involved manual transition from the ECMA-produced PDF to LLL and intensive grammar transformation with FST and GDK, as reported in [15] and [27, §3] .
FL was an artificial toy functional language used to demonstrate the principles of grammar convergence in [17] . The emphasis of that work was put to the extraction itself (i.e., how to obtain a grammar in a broad sense from an existing artefact), not the recovery part (i.e., how to reconstruct missing or damaged information). This lightweight extraction work with choosing only reliable sources as starting points: concrete syntax definitions in SDF [28] , parser specifications in ANTLR [29] , definite clause grammars in Prolog [30] , grammars in TXL [31] , object models in Java [20] , document schemata of XML [32] . This opened the possibility of incorporating existing grammar repositories like ANTLR Grammar List [33] , TXL Grammar Collection [34] , Altantic Metamodel Zoo [35] , etc.
Java grammar recovery required tolerance to overcome layout inconsistencies and other lexical deviations of the source grammars, which was expressed as a list of heuristics and described in detail in [21] . The same technology was used later for grammars of C, C++ and C# found in other ISO standards written in the same syntactic notation [27] .
Notation-parametric recovery methodology [25] relies on encapsulating commonly varying details of the syntactic notation in a notation specification [36] and binding the recovery heuristics to those variation points. This approach allows to extract a grammar in a never-seen-before notation in a matter of several minutes required to compose such a specification.
Grammar evolution support
The ability to express grammar evolution steps as first class executable entities, was identified as one of the crucial components of the engineering discipline for grammarware [1] . Below we try to cover the existing spectrum of the grammar evolution support 3 :
Attribution as a claim that one grammar is "derived from" or "written from" some other source like another extracted grammar or language documentation, is a common way to represent grammar evolution in many existing grammar repositories [33, 34, 35] . However, these derivation steps are rarely documented, so this level of detail is not informative enough for any automated verification of such claims or even for their consistency management.
Documented patches as lists of changes that were applied to the grammar in order to get from the original to the final version, are much more useful, even if they are not entirely formal. They have been used in early grammar engineering projects [9] , and are also not uncommon in grammar-related bug reports [41] . What is often missing in such lists, is justification for the proposed solution: for example, compare [41] with [21] .
Grammar transformation operators are a functional way of representing patches. Each change step is expressed as a function application, with a function being one of the predefined operators from a grammar transformation operator suite. First such operator suites that were published, are FST [42] and the one used for COBOL grammar recovery [43, 13] . The differences between them are insignificant for the current paper -a discussion about them can be found in [21] . An ideologically similar approach was demonstrated by TXL [31] , a framework where grammar specialisation for each task is an essential part of the grammarware engineering paradigm.
Higher-level grammar transformation operators like "fold a nonterminal" or "perform a safe refactoring" were shown to be more useful and better maintainable than the low-level ones like "remove any part of a grammar" or "replace any expression by another expression everywhere" [44] . This approach was used in Grammar Deployment Kit, experimental metagrammarware that was used successfully in a number of projects [45] . A similarly advanced operator suite for the modelware technological space, has also been developed and published [46] : even though always taking coupled evolution of models into account when dealing with metamodel changes, has its challenges [47] , they seem to be addressed in recent research [48] .
Recovery domain-specific operators were introduced for Grammar Recovery Kit as a demonstration of how a successful grammar recovery project can be undertaken and documented with a minimal number of them [49] .
General purpose grammar evolution was the opposite attempt to cover all possible use cases for grammar evolution, recovery, convergence, adaptation, etc. The resulting grammar manipulation language is called XBGF, for Transformations of BNF-like Grammar Format [27, §7] , and was also used extensively throughout the Software Language Processing Suite, for many tasks in many projects [16] , some of which involved operating on grammars of industrial size (Java, C#, C++, etc).
Bidirectional grammar evolution operator suite ΞBGF is a bidirectional variation of XBGF, that has shown its usefulness for metalinguistic evolution and derivation of transformation steps [50] .
Metalinguistic evolution
Even though many metagrammarware tools and language documents claim to use EBNF [51] , it does not mean that they agree on a metalanguage. EBNF has grown to become a family of textual notations for defining context-free grammars with possible extensions. We speak of "metalinguistic evolution" as a specific case of grammar evolution, when the language defined by the grammar, does not change, but the metalanguage in which it was written, does. This is a known problem at least since [9] (translation between SBNF and SDF) and [15] (translation from EBNF used by ISO standards to LLL), which received a relatively straightforward solution with the introduction of the notation specification [36] .
Given a grammar G N (L) written in a metalanguage N , we can express metalinguistic evolution as a metalanguage transformation σ that transforms specification S(N ) into a specification S(N ). A new metalanguage N , defined by the transformed specification; its own grammar G(N ) and an updated grammar G N (L) can all be automatically derived from this σ, as shown in [50] .
Generating browsable artefacts
In [9] , it was claimed to be possible with the Box functionality of the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [52] . In [49] , the author went to great length to inject the changes in the grammar back to its documentation. As a part of research on language documentation in [53] , a case study was completed that involved extracting all the available information from a language manual for the purpose of regenerating it after necessary manipulations.
In general, we expect the following qualities in order to claim useful browsability:
Metasyntax highlighting means that different entities are displayed differently -for example, terminal and nonterminal symbols use different colours.
Interactiveness means that if an element can be observed, it can also be interacted with, if such interaction makes sense -for example, one can get to a definition of a nonterminal from its occurrence.
Metrics as simple as top and bottom nonterminals proposed by [9, 54] or as complex as grammatical level depth and others listed in [55, 56] , aid comprehension of a grammar just as much as traditional software metrics help estimating code quality and detecting code smells.
Full automation is expected to take care of the abovementioned qualities without asking the end user to set up any complex infrastructure or configuration.
All four objectives can be achieved in at least two different ways: hypertext and IDEs. Hypertextual rendering of grammars is a pretty straightforward mapping from the language of their internal representation to XHTML supported by a predefined CSS and possibly AJAX. There is hardly anything scientifically challenging in this mapping, but we have of course engineered and automated it within the SLPS to support the Grammar Zoo and the Grammar Tank [16] . The other way to achieve browsability is relying on a sufficiently advanced IDE framework such as Rascal [57] . Using the framework functionality, one can quickly prototype a powerful grammarware engineering environment, which would be highly domain-specific and yet extensible and programmable.
Grammar Zoo data model
We present the data model behind the Grammar Zoo frontend on Figure 1 . (An intuitively readable dialect of EBNF is used with ? denoting "zero or one", * denoting "zero or more", + denoting "one or more" and using | for choice). Details follow:
author -the name of one of the authors stored as a string, but possibly can be matched and linked to DBLP; date -when the resource was created, usually the year of publication; doi -a digital object identifier, the easiest way to refer to most academic publications;
edition -language specifications often have editions or versions;
file -the name of the particular file used for extraction;
grammar -one grammar with all its metadata (e.g., "a level 2 grammar of Java 5 extracted from the third edition of the Java Language Specification with Grammar Hunter and certain grammar transformation scripts");
language -one language or language family (e.g., "Java", "C#", "(E)BNF");
link -essentially a customly named URI;
name -a string naming something;
organisation -the name of a company or a standardisation body responsible for the creation of the resource (and possibly the holder of the copyright);
origin -any entity responsible for creating a resource;
render -a grammar automatically rendered in a desired format: as of now, the Grammar Zoo and the Grammar Tank provide HTML (a browsable variant), BGF (the internal easy-to-parse XML representation), EBNFs (the one used in a range of ISO standards and the one used inside the DMS Software Reengineering Toolkit [58] ), SDF (syntax notation used by the Meta-Environment) and Rascal;
repository -the root element;
resource -a publication related to the grammar or using it extensively, a website dedicated to its recovery process, etc;
slps -a shorthand notation for referencing files in the SLPS repository on GitHub [16] ;
source -a primary resource used for grammar extraction (several resources are allowed if the grammar fragments needed to be collected); discussed in detail in subsection 4.1;
specific -specific coordinates for the extraction source within the generally identified resource (i.e., a chapter of a book, page numbers, an important note);
standard -a reference number for a language standard (e.g., for ISO standard of EBNF it is "ISO/IEC 14977:1996(E)" [59] );
status -the quality status of the recovered grammar; discussed in detail in subsection 4.2;
subtitle -a string necessary to identify the resource, but not a part of the title itself;
title -the title of a resource;
toolset -usually a grammar refers to at least one set of tools (the extraction toolkit), but there can possibly be more (recovery toolkits, disambiguation tools, etc); discussed in detail in subsection 4.3 for extractors and subsection 4.4 for recovery tools; both Grammar Zoo and Grammar Tank use one unified toolset for grammar rendering, which is tightly coupled with the infrastructure;
uri -a uniform resource identifier, a link to a webpage;
venue -the name of a conference, a workshop or a journal;
version -one version of a language with all its grammars and metadata (e.g., "Java 5");
xbgf -a shorthand notation for referencing grammar transformation scripts, which are then also automatically rendered as hypertext; The specifications of the Grammar Zoo and the Grammar Tank conforming to the data model described above, can be found as zoo.xml 4 and tank.xml 5 in the GitHub project grammarware.github.com. The tables with a brief overview of the current contents of them are Table 2 and Table 3 . The latter contains an additional column for referencing papers that used the grammars, in order to emphasize how small grammars such as the ones that populate the Grammar Tank, can also be useful and should be accumulated.
Grammar sources
So far, we have encountered the following kinds of grammar sources:
Language standard is a language document that was developed under supervision or received acknowledgment from a standardisation body (ANSI, ECMA, IEEE-SA, ISO, IEC, ITU, IETF, OASIS, OMG, WSA, W3C, etc). There are two additional factors that play important roles:
Centralised or distributed? Grammar knowledge can be concentrated in an appendix or a specific section of the language standards, but it can also be distributed all over the document (e.g., when it is used for explaining language constructs one at a time). In the second case, the extraction process is prone to missing grammar fragments due to incorrect markings and other reasons.
Open or close? When a standardisation body commits to public disclosure of a language standard, it goes through a certain process which usually comprises sanitising the contents at least to some extent: clean up, mark up, linking and similar activities improve the quality of the grammar source. If the standard is a close publication, it can be unavailable for inspection for a broad audience (require payment or special subscription), and there is an additional step of reentering the data from its printed copy back into a computer. Both manual retyping and automated text recognition processes are error-prone.
Industrial specification is in many aspects the same as a language standard, but it is developed inside a commercial company (Ericsson, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, etc). The same additional factors from language standards apply, with conditions for disclosure usually being even more strict.
Browsable documentation is often found in many corners of the Internet. Many people spend their own time on extracting grammar knowledge from the artefacts they were able to obtain, sanitising it and reformatting the resulting grammar as hypertext. Some of such endeavours that we mentioned before, are well-documented and linked to a published scientific report [8] , others contain conformance and validity claims that require thorough verification.
Parser specification is an executable grammar that contains many annotations that often take it beyond the context-free class. Grammars specified in ANTLR [29, 33] , Bison [63] , JavaCC [64] , Kiama [65] , Rascal [57] , SDF [26, 28] , TXL [31, 34] , YACC [66] and many other metagrammarware frameworks can be located in their corresponding repositories or just anywhere close to end users of these products. Such specifications can be stripped from excessive information and extracted in the form expected by the representation central for the repository.
Metamodel is a grammar in a broad sense used in the modelware technological space. Just like a parser specification, it can contain details that transcend structural definitions: constraints, certain relations, etc. However, that information can be abstracted from, and the grammars can be extracted. AtlanMod already started an initiative of accumulating metamodels from model-driven open source projects: we have referenced the EMF XMI part of it as [35] , but the same repository also contain metamodels in KM3 [67] , MSchema [68] , Clojure [69] , SBVR [70] , UML 2.1 [71] , GraphML [72] , OWL [73] , MOF [74] , etc.
Wiki pages can also be a source for grammar extraction, if the grammar was developed by a community. So far we have encountered only one such initiative, with several reverse engineered grammars of MediaWiki, and reported it in detail in [22, 23] .
Scientific papers often contain small grammars or grammar fragments. We
have not yet attempted a big scale mining process of recovering all possible grammar fragments published in a certain set of venues. However, at least once it was useful to compare the grammar published in a workshop paper [44] with its updated version published electronically in a programmer's manual [45] .
Grammar status
As a starting point for identifying a status of a grammar, we have decided to adopt the notion of grammar levels 6 from [13]:
• A level 1 grammar is a raw grammar that is a starting point of the whole grammar recovery process: it has just been extracted from a language definition, corrected of all typographical, text recognition and similar errors and converted into a context-free grammar.
• A level 2 grammar is maximally connected level 1 grammar. That is, it does not contain unwanted top sorts (nonterminals that are defined but never used) and bottom sorts (nonterminals that are used but not defined). These two quality indicators were proposed in [54, 9] and discussed in more detail in [43] .
• A level 3 grammar is a level 2 grammar complemented with a lexical part: on the second level only those top sorts remained that are either true root sorts or lexical. Some language documents have a special section dedicated to a lexical grammar, while others do not, and it must be created manually.
• A level 4 grammar is a level 3 grammar that has been tested on a scale of considerable volume of code coming from different sources, companies, countries and coding traditions -in languages such as C or COBOL a codebase used for testing can contain millions of lines of code.
• A level 5 grammar is a grammar that was fully recovered from a source code of a compiler in an automated way. If it has been done correctly, it can be claimed that the level 5 grammars are the ones most close to the ideal since they accept everything that can be accepted by a compiler and nothing more.
We do acknowledge apparent imperfection of this model. For example, a lot of research attention has been directed recently to disambiguation of grammars [77, 78] and to grammar-based testing [79, 62] -while these levels do not account for the presence or the lack of ambiguities in the grammar or any of its test coverage criteria. For the Grammar Zoo, we intentionally adopt the hierarchy as is, and leave its extension to future work.
Extraction tools
As of now, we have the following grammar extractors available in the Software Language Processing Suite:
ADT to BGF. Without loss of generality, one can assume that abstract data types in Rascal are conceptually the same as in Haskell or any other advanced functional language. In this extractor, types are mapped to nonterminals and constructors are mapped to alternative right hand sides.
ANTLR to BGF. In order to be able to extract grammars from ANTLR parser definitions, we reused the standard ANTLR grammar for ANTLR grammars by attaching appropriate semantic actions to it. The semantic actions were programmed for using XML API to serialise the parse tree as a BGF grammar and abstract from the parsed semantic actions.
DCG to BGF. Definite clause grammars are a way of specifying a parser in Prolog [30] . Their clauses are mapped straightforwardly to production rules by an extractor written also in Prolog.
Ecore to BGF. Since Ecore models are by default serialised as XMI, we only needed to express the mapping between Ecore and BGF, which was done in XSLT.
Java to BGF. The object model of a Java program is extracted from a Java source by the use of reflection. Classes are treated as nonterminals, and their visible interfaces (public members and getters/setters) serve as the right hand side. This mapping helped to trivially converge the structure defined by the Java source generated by a data binding framework (JAXB) with the structure defined by the original schema (XSD) in [17] .
LDF to BGF. Since we assume that any language document does contain grammar knowledge explicitly, i.e., in BGF, we use a special extractor to take out the BGF bits and compose a grammar from them. In the past, the LDF to BGF extractor was mostly used for testing purposes.
LLL to BGF. The first extractor from LLL was developed as a means of importing grammars manipulated by GDK [44] . Later it has been retired in favour of an EBNF Dialect Definition (EDD) of LLL that serves as a parameter for Grammar Hunter (see below).
Python to BGF. A Python library called PyParsing allows to define a PEG inside Python code. This extractor, written in Rascal, relies on the structure expected by PyParsing, in order to recover grammar knowledge from a Python program.
Rascal grammar to BGF. By reusing Rascal grammar for Rascal and internal interfaces for accessing it, this extractor delivers a platonic grammar extracted from a Rascal [57] grammar (which is essentially an annotated parser definition).
SDF to BGF. We encoded the necessary traversal functions for crawling the parse trees of SDF grammars and producing BGF and reused the SDF module and the XML module from the standard package of the MetaEnvironment. Separate command line tools are used to make a parse table, to compile ASF formulae, to parse the input grammar, to rewrite the parse tree and to serialise the transformed parse tree into a file. They are bundled together and wrapped in a black box extraction script.
W3C Specification to BGF. As a part of the initiative to create a unified data model for language documentation, a case study was completed to map the W3C specification of XPath to it [53] . This extractor looks for all <scrap> elements inside a W3C standard specification and maps its <prod> elements to production rules.
TXL to BGF. We reused the TXL grammar for TXL grammars and made use of the TXL engine's option of returning the parse tree in an XML form. The mapping between TXL XML and our XML (i.e., BGF) was straightforwardly encoded in XSLT.
XML Schema to BGF. Not all elements of the XML Schema can be mapped to grammar concepts efficiently, but the most used ones easily find their counterparts. The mapping is thus partial and bidirectional at best (e.g., XML elements and XSD complex types are both mapped to nonterminal symbols).
Recovery tools
All of the tools listed in the previous subsection, do not go beyond simple extraction of a level 1 grammar: that is, in the presence of an error in the grammar source used for extraction, they give up after reporting it to the user, which then has to go back to the source and figure out a way to solve it. Unlike them, the tools listed below are capable to identify and even resolve some of the commonly encountered issues.
BNF to LLL. After we have noticed that many ISO standards of programming languages (C, C++, C#) share the same metalanguage, this was the first tool to be developed. It normalised some lexical singularities and translated the EBNF dialect used by ISO grammar developers to LLL used in GDK [44] (for which we have another extractor ready). It should be noted here that the EBNF used in ISO standards is not the same as ISO EBNF defined by [59] .
PDF to BGF. A grammar copy-pasted from a PDF of an ISO standard of C, C++, C# or any other that uses the same metalanguage, can be extracted with some tolerance regarding lexical imperfections. This extractor is essentially a composition of BNF to LLL and LLL to BGF.
HTML to BGF. This advanced extractor had to work on a manually and loosely hypertext source. It comprised a set of generalised heuristics in a pattern form that it tried to apply for automated recovery. In the Java Language Specification case study [21] its use was prolific, the extractor fixed 669 errors before we started to program the main body of grammar transformations.
EDD to Rascal. This tool aids semi-automated interactive grammar recovery [25] . It requires a specification of the input metalanguage in a form of EDD, an EBNF Dialect Definition [36] , from which it generates a Rascal plugin that enables manipulation of grammars written in the specified EBNF dialect with standard means of Eclipse. This method does not automatically solve any problems, but it helps identifying them and facilitates a grammar engineer in fixing them.
Grammar Hunter. This tool used for notation-parametric grammar recovery [25] , requires a specification of the input metalanguage in a form of EDD, an EBNF Dialect Definition [36] . Then it consumes the input text, treating it as a grammar text written in the specified EBNF dialect, applies all appropriate heuristics and delivers a recovered grammar automatically.
XBGF scripts are more or less a standard way of programmable grammar manipulations in SLPS: they can be generated or manually developed, and always can be re-executed or pretty-printed for inspection. The XBGF language is described in detail in [21] , [27, §7] and [16, XBGF Manual] .
Essentially it allows to use predefined operators for (un)folding nonterminals, factoring choices, renaming symbols, etc.
Conclusion
We have proposed a way to compose a corpus of grammars in a broad sense. It relies on automated and semi-automated grammar recovery methodology, on systematic manipulation of syntactic notations, on reproducible specification of grammar evolution steps, on advanced IDE support, as well as on some other less recently developed technologies. A unified data model for systematic accumulation of grammar knowledge has been designed, presented and exemplified.
The Grammar Zoo, publicly available as http://grammarware.github.com/ zoo, is a collection of big grammars of mainstream languages: Ada, C, C++, C#, Dart, Modula, Fortran, etc. Its name stems from the activity known as "grammar hunting" or "grammar stealing" and hints at the fact that the result of a hunt is not cooked, eaten and gone, but rather carefully put on display. The Grammar Zoo at the time of submission has 42 grammars, but we hope for it to continue growing.
The Grammar Tank, publicly available as http://grammarware.github. com/tank, is a collection of small grammars used for various purposes, mostly for demonstrating certain software language engineering techniques on a small scale. It is populated with grammars of toy languages, which have already been used in a range of publications. The name of this repository conforms to the same philosophy, but reminisces of a fish tank instead of a zoo: these grammars are smaller and do not tell much by themselves. The Grammar Tank at the time of submission has 53 grammars, and it is very easy to add more of them.
Future possible uses for the Grammar Zoo, the Grammar Tank, and any other grammar repository built on the same principles we have proposed in this paper, are diverse, but we list some of the most obviously useful ones:
• Comparative studies on grammar-based techniques.
• Empirical studies of grammar improvement.
• Further collection of grammars, merging with other narrower repositories.
• Developing methods of inferring notation specifications.
• Repository mining.
• Research on grammarware product lines.
• Adding interactive on demand grammar export.
• Bridging technological spaces by investigating grammars from them.
• Improving interoperability of metagrammarware.
We will continue working on the Grammar Zoo and the Grammar Tank, but we also want to encourage other researchers to use it in their work and to contribute to them as well, which is possible with the standard capabilities of GitHub. We hope that the creation of such a repository of grammatical knowledge will help advancing further research on grammarware engineering.
